
Most of you know I was National Director for the New York Centrals for many years as 

well as a past President.  The National Director post is now held by Steve Essler with 

Charlie Dhalle serving as Alternate National Director.  So these comments are offered 

as “just a member” of the New York Centrals.  If y’all haven’t yet read the President’s 

Message “FMCA’s Future” by Charlie Adcock in the April 2017 issue of the FMCA 

magazine, please do so.  If y’all don’t have the magazine handy his article can be read 

here: 

https://www.fmcmagazine.com/motorhome-articles/columns/4330-president-s-

message.html 

It paints a pretty bleak picture of the future of FMCA.  Basically Charlie Adcock is saying 

either we open FMCA up to all RV’ers or we will eventually disappear.  Opening FMCA 

up to all RV’ers is a pretty drastic change, a change I for one do not want to see.  But 

there are a lot of changes I don’t like.  I don’t like my Raiders moving to Las Vegas.  I 

don’t like restrictor plates and three stage racing in NASCAR.  I don’t like . . . well you 

get the idea, I don’t like change. 

If we open FMCA up what will distinguish us from the Good Sam Club other than we 

have “F” numbers on our goose eggs and they don’t.  Don’t get me wrong, I have 

nothing against Good Sam, Elaine and I have been life members for over 15 years.  We 

have been to some of their rallies.  It is a great organization . . . but it isn’t FMCA. 

On the other hand, if we don’t open it up, we will continue to decline and lose money 

until we can no longer sustain the FMCA.  We can’t continue to pay increasing 

expenses with declining revenue from a shrinking membership.  And what will it be like 

in ten years, or even five years, when a significant number of current members are 

forced to “hang up the keys”, perhaps even yours truly.  Elaine and I have seen almost 

two dozen members of our chapter leave over the last 8 to 10 years due to health or 

death.  So, what do you think FMCA should do? 

When I was National Director we debated this issue at the Governing Board meetings 

every year for the past 7 or 8 years.  It was the most contentious and divisive issue we 

faced during my tenure.  I don’t envy Steve and Charlie at this year’s convention.  So 

please pray for Steve and Charlie, offer them encouragement and GENTLY share your 

point of view with them.  The future of FMCA rests in their hands, and those of the rest 

of the Governing Board. 

Thank you and God Bless 

Bart Barton 
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